For the results of Dynkin, see [2] and [3] .
In order to avoid frequently repeating the same hypotheses, we state that throughout this paper:
HYPOTHESES, h: G^ -> G 2 is a homomorphism where G L and G 2 are compact, connected Lie groups. 1* Homomorphisms with abelian images* A homomorphism Λ: (?! -• G 2 induces homomorphisms of real homology h* s : JEΓ/GJ -> H S (G 2 ) for all s. We will need the following observation: LEMMA 
If h:G 1 -^G 2 is surjective, then h* s : H£G 1 )-+H.(G 2 ) is surjective for all s.
Proof. Since h is surjective, there is an isomorphism h: GJK-+ G 2 , where K is the kernel of h. The quotient homomorphism q: G x -> GJK induces a surjection of real homology, so the commutativity of 34 ROBERT F. BROWN h* s HsiGJK) proves that h* 8 is a surjection.
Let QH*(G) denote the graded vector space of indecomposables in the real homology of a Lie group G. A homomorphism h: G λ ->G 2 induces Qh* 8 : QH B {G^) -> QH 8 (G 2 ) by restricting h* to the indecomposables in HXGj).
If a Lie group G is abelian, then QH 8 (G) = 0 for all s > 1. Consequently, if h: (?! -» G 2 such that h(G0 is abelian, then certainly Qh* 8 = 0 for all s > 1 because the homomorphism factors through QH^ (h(Gj) It is convenient to recall the following concept from [5] . Let A be a closed, connnected subgroup of a compact Lie group G, then A is totally nonhomologous to zero in G, written A φ 0 in G, if and only if the homomorphism j* induced by the inclusion j: A->G is injective.
We have already made use of the concept in the proof of Theorem 1.2 because that proof depended on the fact that if A is semisimple and three-dimensional, then A rh 0 in G.
We continue to use the notation K for the kernel of h: G 1 -^G 2 and denote by K o its maximal connected subgroup. We abbreviate dimension, of either a vector space or a Lie group, by dim, and image by im. THEOREM 
// the image of h: G X ->G 2 is abelian, then
with equality as follows: Proof. Since Qh^ = h* ί9 then dim ker Qh^ = 0 so H^K*) = 0 by Theorem 3.1 and therefore K Q is semisimple.
The injectivity of h* x is sufficient for K o to be semisimple, but it is obvious that it is not a necessary condition. COROLLARY 
// Qh* z is injective, then K Q is abelian.
Once again, injectivity is a sufficient but not necessary condition. Define h: Sp(6) x Sp(6) -> Sp(12) as follows. Given A and B in Sp(6), let h(A, B) be the matrix A 0 .0 B Then h has trivial kernel, but Qh* 5 cannot be injective because dim QH Z (Sp(6) x Sp(6)) = 2 and dim QH Z (Sp(12)) = 1.
Combining the previous corollaries, we see that if h^ and k* z are both injective, then K o is trivial so COROLLARY 
// h* s is injective for s :£ 3, then the kernel of h is finite.
In common with the previous corollaries, the converse to Corollary 3.4 is not true in general. However THEOREM 
Suppose h: G x -> G 2 has finite kernel. Then h* is injective if and only if h(Gj
Proof. Let h f \G ι -^ h(G λ ) be the same as h except for range. Since h' has finite kernel, its differential dh': ® t -»ξ> is an isomorphism (©j. and φ are the Lie algebras of G x and h(G^), respectively). Therefore, (dh')*: £Γ*(©i) -> Jϊ*( §) is an isomorphism and it follows that fc'*: H+iGi) -> H*(h(G^) is an isomorphism also. For j: the inclusion, the commutativity of
implies that fc^ is injective if and only if j\ is, that is, if and only if HGJ Φ 0 in G 2 .
4* Rank and dimension of the kernel* We have seen in the previous section that Qh* does contain information about the kernel K oΐ h\G ι -^G 29 at least to the extent of producing sufficient condi-tions for K to be semisimple or abelian. In this section, we improve a result from [1] to obtain upper bounds on the rank and dimension of K. Furthermore, we find a necessary and sufficient condition for the bounds to provide exact calculations.
The rank of a compact Lie group will be denoted by rk(G). (If G is disconnected, its rank is defined to be the rank of the maximal connected subgroup of G.) The dimension of a graded vector space, still denoted by dim, is the sum of the dimensions of the individual vector spaces.
Since the bounds on the rank and dimension of K are most naturally stated in the language of cohomology rather than homology, we consider the homomorphisms h 
we again use (*) and rearrange terms to conclude that The less precise form of Theorem 4.1(i) in [1] was used there to study homomorphisms h for which h* is an isomorphism. 
5* Surjective homomorphisms. The following homological characterization of surjective homomorphisms is easy to verify, but we include it for completeness. PROPOSITION 
A homomorphism h:G 1 -^G 2 is surjective if and only if h* n : H n {G^) -> H n (G 2 ) is a nonzero homomorphism, where n = dim (G 2 ).
Proof. Necessity is immediate from Lemma 1.1 and the fact that since G 2 is a closed orientable ^-manifold, H n (G 2 ) Φ 0. Sufficiency is a consequence of the classical result that if a map of closed orientable manifolds has nonzero degree, then it is surjective. Alternatively, we may prove sufficiency using Theorem 4.1(ii) as follows. If h %n Φ 0 then h* n : H n (G 2 ) -> H n (Gύ is nonzero. Let z l9 z 2 , --, z r generate the exterior algebra H*(G 2 ), then μ = z ± z 2 ---z r generates the vector space H n {G 2 ). We are assuming h*(μ) Φ 0 which implies Pfe* is injective. By inequality (ii) of Theorem 4.1, dim (JSΓ) <: dim (G x ) -dim (G 2 ). But then we have dim (G x ) -dim (fe(G x )) ^ dim (G x ) ~ dim (G 2 ) .
Since h(G λ ) is a closed submanifold of G 2 , it must be that h(G 1 ) = G 2 , that is, h is surjective.
